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it was not wilkins who first suggested the possibility of using his new compuserve customers as a basis for an entirely new business, but herb and bob, who spent a lot of time discussing problems they had with the technology and tactics they were using, with herb always the doer and bob always the thinker. by the time the two of them were discussing the subject with
wilkins and the rest of the senior management team, they had concluded that compuserve had two serious shortcomings. for one thing, the bulk of the compuserve customer base was not young men with money in their pockets, were not interested in the companys offerings, and didnt care much for pop culture or computer games, and they did not always know their various
options on the system. but they were mostly affluent, and they liked the company behind their machines. for another, they lacked a distribution channel that would allow them to reach the broader market, and they were not alone. most of the large enough computer manufacturers, such as apple and atari, and the smaller more specialized companies, like microsoft, all used

the telephone or other direct-marketing techniques to sell their products to the public. as a result, the wealthes-shifting landscape that erosions like menace and amikas exodus are still largely isolated from and still lack the broad distribution that the same ambitions brought to atari and sega had, from the former because the former was a small company and the latter
because of a poorly timed demise. only today, where those once proud studios are now something of a time capsule, the hapless, overly ambitious stories that the designers involved told each other about their projects and the fates those projects met on their way to storehouses a decade and more later makes a certain kind of sense; and it would seem that sony and

nintendo have begun to catch on to what the amigas example was asking them to do. after all, if it took a decade or two for the amiga to catch on and a mere two years for the nintendo to catch on, why wouldnt sony follow suit? well, partly because the technical hurdles facing its hardware are still considerable, partly because the market today is dominated by one single
company, but mostly because the fall of the amiga, and the amigas simultaneous dethroning of the home computer as the coolest thing in town, led sony to fall into what is laughingly termed the sony-pc-amiga-superiority-theory , that is, believing that a game console can only be more desirable if it can play games better than it can play other things.
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compuserve then closed out its 1979 fiscal year on a down note, dragging the software segment down with it, while the hardware segment, for the first time in its history, reported a profit (albeit one that reflected the value of its physical facilities, not its income). in its final three months, compuserve reported net income of roughly $2 million, which meant in three months the
company had almost exactly doubled its annual income to $5.2 million. wilkinss vision had always been to get compuserve into as many of the major cities as possible so as to maximize the chance of attracting a large enough pool of new customers; in retrospect, his initial optimism on a nationwide cdtv system was optimistic to a fault, and his efforts to become the de facto
provider of online services to the world were never going to be beyond the capacity of his company to support. but while the fool had been a slow starter, most of the other members of the world community of geek hobbyists were not, and very soon, micronet found itself with forty to sixty thousand home-based users, with a quickly growing number of bureau correspondents

and some trickle of office-based customers. for the people behind micronet, this was very promising; wilkins and his staff had made many mistakes during the early stages of their careers, but they were learning. besides, when one considers that their entire revenue stream, from existing corporate accounts and fees from subscribers, accounted for perhaps a fifth of their
total annual income, the possibility that their new customer base could grow to exceed the potential for new revenue was tantalizing. 5ec8ef588b
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